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6

Abstract7

Globalization of economic processes requires an adequate transformation of the economic8

Sciences. In the modern world the globalization of factors and results of production leads to9

the formation of global relations of ownership and governance. It modifies the subject field of10

General economic theory, and generates the global political economy. The essence of its11

subject is the relationship of the global ownership and the resulting global economic12

contradictions. The methodological toolkit of global political economy reflects the13

particularities of contemporary scientific knowledge due to the new phenomena of14

globalization. Global political economy is the methodological-theoretical basis of all Sciences,15

studying global economic system. At the same time it is a special branch of the modern16

system of economic Sciences, characterizing by the spatio-temporal specificity of subject and17

methodThe proposed approach is an alternative to the common preceding scientific18

interpretations of global political economy as, in fact, the international economic politology.19

20

Index terms— globalization, evolution of political economy, global political economy, subject and method,21
global property, global governance.22

1 Introduction23

he essential parameters of the economic processes of the modern world are determined by the factors and24
patterns of globalization, affecting all the main sides, elements and qualities of objective social processes and their25
subjective reflections in the sphere of scientific knowledge. In the system of economic sciences it’s manifesting26
in the modification of the subject of the general economic theory and different branches of special economic27
disciplines. There emerge new areas of economic science, reflecting the intrinsic qualities, dependencies and28
regularities of the new phenomena of economic reality posed by economic globalization.29

In the system of modern world economy it takes place ”inversion” of dominan?e of domestic and foreign30
economic dependencies and regularities. Domestic economic processes lose their inherent for many preceding31
centuries and millennia quality of the primary over the foreign ones. Earlier the ”points of growth” of world32
economic civilization were formed on localized areas in separate countries or regions, afterwards they spatial33
spread, conquering and displacing by competition historically preceding economic structures and systems, which34
either destroyed or transformed into marginal forms of activity in the background of the models. Similar processes35
can be also observed today, but only in regard to economic-geographical mechanism; in context of substantial36
transformation of the mode of production the key important fact is that the primal-essential regularities of37
occurrence and functioning of a new mode of production are originally formed at the global level, so the38
substantive side of this method of production can be defined as globallyinformational one. The primacy of39
the global regularities and the derived, secondary nature of economic interactions on the descending levels of40
social organization distinguish the contemporary global mode of production from the preceding trends of the41
genesis of globalization (Gilpin, 2001). In the system of international competition it leads to the fact that42
essential importance get the competition between countries and firms not in relation to some goods offered on43
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2 II. METHODOLOGY ESSENCE OF THE SUBJECT

the world market, but in relation to the place occupied in the global added value chains. Under the conditions44
of formation of information production and knowledge-based economy, the key importance becomes the control45
over the links of these chains, which provide scientific design and innovative options for new products.46

The manifestation of the globalization trends in the functioning of international economic relations and47
particularly in the mechanisms of the world market is the object of study of many branches of modern world48
economic science. Herewith the subject of special economic sciences correlated with the level of regularities of49
the economic mechanism. As for research into the causes, necessity, essence, contradictions and prospects of the50
processes, transforming the social nature of modern economic civilization, -this kind of study is possible only in51
the subject field of general economic theory, performing the function of ”philosophy of economy” (Global Political52
Economy?, 2008; Global Political Economy: Contemporary theories?, 2013; Issues and Actors?, 2016).53

2 II. Methodology Essence of the Subject54

Determination of the Political-Economic Approach to the Study of Reality55
The development of the economic system of society at a certain stage of this development made possible and56

necessary a holistic, generalized characteristic of this system within the framework of some concepts and scientific57
works. Researches of classics of political economy, focused on the study of ”the wealth of society generally”, had58
universal character; works of J. Steuart, A. Smith, J.-B. Say, J.S. Mill can be defined as ”summa oeconomia” (if59
using the terminology of the medieval tradition) or ”encyclopedia of economic sciences” (in the terminology of60
the Enlightenment). However, this universalism had historical ultimacy both in aspect of the objective economic61
system development and in context of the scientific knowledge differentiation, reflecting the increasing complexity62
and differentiation of economic practices. Already D. Ricardo noted, in a famous letter to T. Malthus: ”Political63
Economy, you think, is an enquiry into the nature and causes of wealth.64

I think it should rather be called an enquiry into the laws which determine the division of produce of industry65
amongst the classes that concur in its formation” (Ricardo, 2005). Meanwhile, objective logic and causality of the66
economic relations between members of society are that the distribution of labour results due to the distribution67
of factors of production; in turn, the distribution of factors of production -isn’t that other, as system of relations of68
ownership on these factors. Thus, we can assume that, starting with David Ricardo, it begings the exarticulation69
of the politicaleconomic aspect from the universal economictheoretical knowledge, and this exarticulation is due70
to the correlation of the subject of political economy studies with relations of ownership.This approach was then71
circumstantially elaborated by K. Marx and subsequent marxist tradition of XIX-XXI centuries. ”It is always72
the direct relationship of the owners of the conditions of production to the direct producers -a relation always73
naturally corresponding to a definite stage in the development of the methods of labour and thereby its social74
productivity -which reveals the innermost secret, the hidden basis of the entire social structure and with it the75
political form of the relation of sovereignty and dependence, in short, the corresponding specific form of the state”76
(K. ??arx. Capital, v.3. -Marx, 2005).77

On the other hand, the emergence of the marginalistic discourse and neoclassical paradigm, based on it, had78
moved the center of gravity of the theoretical analysis on the problem of pricing and, in a broader context, on79
the problems of a market economic mechanism. It made possible to significantly deepen the analysis of market80
economic practice, but, at the same time, transformed the contents of the theoretical studies in the direction of81
specific economic knowledge, limiting or even eliminating the politico-economic aspect of these studies. Thus,82
these studies have lost the status of a General economic theory; focusing on the questions ”how, what and for83
whom to produce”, the representatives of this scientific direction left aside the key for the General economic84
theory question ”why” -why the economic systems occur, develop and replace each other, what are the essential85
features and contradictions of these systems. Not accidentally, the founders of the neoclassical tradition W.86
Jevons and A. Marshall proposed to change the name of the General economic theory -instead of the term87
”political economy” they offered a ”neutral” term ”Economics”. Meanwhile, in the times of A. Montchrestien88
term ”political” was used in the context of the ancient Greek concept of ”Polis”, i.e. in relation to the current89
terminological convention, this meant a focus on the study of economic relations in scales of the State, or even90
of social system generally, not only of political relations in the modern sense of the word. For the representatives91
of early political economy, ”political” or ”social” aspect of the analysis was a form of overcoming the ancient92
tradition that stems from Xenophon and Aristotle, who understood ”economy” as a science that studies the laws93
of ”oikos” -separately existing, predominantly natural, non-market economic unit.94

Unilateralism and asocial bias of neoclassical interpretation of the subject of general economic theory were,95
as it’s known, criticized by the representatives of institutionalism. Early institutionalists noted the wrongness96
of reducing the theoretical economic research to the issue of ”the point, sliding along the curves of supply and97
demand” and the nature of the economic entity -to ”calculator of pleasures and deprivation”. Neo-institutionalism98
chose the property rights as the most important area of its research, considering the traditional political-economic99
problematics in the context of the wider spectrum of social interactions.100

Thus, the subject certainty of the politicaleconomic approach can be defined in the context of the ”basic101
question” (or ”principle problem”, ”fundamental issue”) of the science -the question of ownership, of the ownership102
relations conformity to the task of increasing efficiency of economic system. Based on the analysis of the103
relationship between workers and owners about the factors of production, political-economic approach further104
develops and concretizes the research of system of production relations, including forms of economic relationships105
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between different owners, taking into account historical features and functional mechanisms of the organization of106
different economic systems. The issue of ownership is thus the backbone basis of the political economy’s subject107
in general and, along with it, defines the specifics of political-economic knowledge in relation to ”subject field”108
of other economic sciences, the number of which to the present time, in connection with ongoing differentiation,109
has reached several hundred names. Despite a substantial upgrade of the research object in the context of110
globalization, the preservation of the terminological tradition in designation of science is not only justified, but111
also logical, since in these conditions the ”subject core” of political economy remains too. The need to study the112
property relations has today the direct urgency. The most important essential feature of the present stage of the113
evolution of economic civilization is the globalization of ownership relations. Alongside this, that is an objective114
basis of modification of the subject of political economy and the emergence of its new branch, now gradually115
taking a leading role in the substantive body of general economic theory, -the global political economy.116

3 III.117

Problem Statement the Subject of Political Economy in the Spatio-Temporal Coordinates118
High dynamism and uncertainty of the development vectors of modern civilization have raised the issue of119

the spatio-temporal characteristics of political-economic models, which reflect, by means of mental abstractions,120
the essential features and laws of development of objective economic systems. Simplifying the question, we can121
formulate it as follows: what the time (epoch) and space relate to those or other political-economic concepts and122
theoretical systems? The logic of the analysis further leads on to the need to identify the relationship between123
the abstract conditional relativistic social time and space of the theoretical models, on the one hand, and real124
physical time and geographical territory of the functioning of actual economic systems, on the other.125

History of political economy shows different options for the spatial-temporal ”binding” of theoretical models126
to the socio-economic practice. Scientific directions, schools and researchers, guided by the methodology of127
the concept of ”natural order”, with attribute for it non-historical axiomatics, relate (often implicit) temporal128
determinacy of their models with abstract ”time of ideal”. Economic systems, located outside the area of129
localization of the natural, in their opinion, economic order, either are not analyzing or are interpreting as130
insignificant, or as the subject of transformation, in some indefinite future, in the direction of approach to the131
same ”natural order”. The previous development of economic systems, in the context of this methodological132
paradigm, is also presented as unimportant, because everything that happened in the past, appears only as133
a non-essential ”preparatory phase” for approval of the ”true”, ”genuine”, ”correct” natural economic order.134
This approach was characteristic for mercantilism, for leading representatives of the classical school of political135
economy, for marginalism and neoclassicism; today, the same approach continues its guide being for many areas of136
the self-proclaimed ”mainstream”. Such the most well known examples of this embodiment of the spatio-temporal137
positioning of political-economic models are the teachings of F. Quesnay about the ”sick” and ”healthy” state138
of economic organism, and theoretical system of D. Ricardo («The bourgeois form of labour is regarded by139
Ricardo as the eternal natural form of social labour. Ricardo’s primitive fisherman and primitive hunter are from140
the outset owners of commodities who exchange their fish and game in proportion to the labour-time which is141
materialised in these exchange-values. On this occasion he slips into the anachronism of allowing the primitive142
fisherman and hunter to calculate the value of their implements in accordance with the annuity tables used on143
the London Stock Exchange in 1817. Apart from bourgeois society, the only social system with which Ricardo144
was acquainted seems to have been the ”parallelograms of Mr. Owen» -K. Marx. Critique of Political Economy.145
- Marx, 2005).146

Another kind of ahistorical abstraction in the methodology of the ”natural order” is, in spirit of Hesiod’s147
tradition, the correlation of the ”time of ideal” not with modernity, but with the bygone eras, and, as a148
consequence, -the contraposition of the ugly present t imes to the perfect past, as well as the statement of149
the problem of rebirth in the future certain ideal forms, previously supposedly inherent in the ”Golden age”. It150
is obvious that the degree of abstraction of mental constructions, formed on a similar methodological basis, is151
much higher than of the concepts relating the social time of theoretical models with the present, and it’s no152
coincidence, for example, S. Sismondi believed t hat political economy ”sets or needs to set a goal of happiness153
of people”. The importance of this goal, of course, is undoubted, but the same apparently can be said of almost154
any other science, so such degree of abstraction leads, in particular, to the erosion of subject definiteness of the155
scientific knowledge branches.156

In contrast to the above-noted approaches, an attribute of the methodology of national-historical school was the157
definition of temporal and spatial vectors of the analysis as initial essential parameters of the subject of political158
economy; this was objectively due, firstly, to the emergence of the phenomenon of catch-up development within159
the market-capitalist economic system and led to the formulation of the question of the relationship between the160
abstract universal and the concrete-particular regularities in the historical development of individual countries161
and world economy as a whole. Representatives of the historical school explicitly emphasised the dependence of162
the contemporary state of economic systems on the previous evolution of these systems, and linked the tasks of163
the future development of lagging regions to the mechanisms of overcoming the backlog and, as a consequence, the164
inclusion in the spatial area of the functioning of the avant-garde economic systems. The rationale for the role of165
spatio-temporal vectors of analysis as attributes of the essential certainty of the subject of political economy made166
the everlasting scientific importance of the contribution of F. List and historical school in the development of the167
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3 III.

world political economy; and it’s quite natural that representatives of just this school explicitly recognized the168
need to create a political economy of the present and the future (Hildebrand, 2006). And although the extreme169
settings of the ”new historical school” were subjected, during the ”debate on method”, convincing criticism by the170
leaders of marginalism-C. Menger noted the obvious inadequacy of converting political economy to ”the science171
about variety, depending on time and place, ”empirical laws” (observed regularities in the sequence) of economic172
phenomena” -however, the proven by historical school spatial-temporal attributiveness of the subject of political173
economy, will have not only retrospectively-scientific, but also directly-actual methodological importance until,174
firstly, the issue of ”catching up development” will be relevant and, secondly, the instrumentation concepts of175
”path dependence” will develop.176

Marxist phase in the development of political economy characterized by a radical deepening and comprehensive177
specification of the spatio-temporal parameters of the theoretical modeling of economic systems. The Marxist178
concept of the natural historical process, the analysis of the dialectics of general and special economic laws can179
be considered as a socialscience interpretation of the principles of actualism, which applying to natural processes180
were already developed by representatives of natural sciences (J. Hutton: ”the Present is the key to the Future”;181
Ch. Lyell: ”the Present is the key to the Past” -K. Marx: ”human anatomy is the key to the anatomy of the182
monkey”). In the substantive case of the concepts of K. Marx and F. Engels, there quantitatively dominate the183
theoretical models of their contemporary state of the economic system of the avant-garde countries, especially184
England, but this state is considered as a result of the natural-historical process of development of the preceding185
economic forms and is based on the concepts of historical materialism, theories of modes of production and186
socio-economic formations. Actual theoretical model of the capitalist mode of production spatially correlated by187
Karl Marx mainly with a geographical area of British capitalism, but given the fact that ”the country that is188
more developed industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of its own future” (K. Marx. Capital,189
v. 1. Preface. -Marx, 2005). At the same time, the ”supertask” of the analysis was that, based on exhaustive190
identification of essence and regularities of the functioning of actual economic system, to model in theory its future191
evolution and to provide prognostic characteristics of basic essential traits of the future mode of production. In192
this context, the temporal vector of analysis aimed to the future, and, simultaneously, evaluation of modernity193
from the point of view of the mentally modeled future implicitly constitute the main feature of the methodology194
of K. Marx and determine the content characteristics and assessments of the present. Theoretical modeling of the195
past and present is carried out by means of domination of the circumstantially elaborated positive approach, at196
that time as the predictive models of the future drastically increase the installation of normativity. In conditions197
of the marked rating of modernity through the ”glimpse from the future” it imposes a tangible imprint of198
normativity also to the study of current economic forms.199

To an even greater extent the impact of normative settings, determined by predictive models of the future,200
on a positive analysis of the past and present can be traced in the theoretical elaborations of bolshevism, and,201
above all, in the works of V. I. Lenin. Analysis of prior development of capitalism in Russia and the monopoly202
stage of world capitalism was performed with the dominance of the positive method, but, since the assessment of203
monopoly capitalism as the eve of socialist revolution and, especially, while formation the theoretical models of the204
socialist economy, normative ”view from the future” becomes the dominant. Herewith the futuristic normativity205
had not become an obstacle for the scientific status of theoretical models. The development of today’s China,206
west-european countries of ”functional socialism”, the practice of ”social market economy” and ”social state”207
in many countries demonstrate the truth of the key ideas of the theory of the mixed economy, modeled in the208
concept of the NEP (”New Economic Policy”).209

There are no scientific grounds for rejection of the theoretical estimates of the post-market stage of economic210
civilization, albeit in the context of a much longer time interval. It’s quite obvious that the current trends of211
transformation of the social nature of economic relationships, especially due to informationalfinancial globalization212
of the production costs accounting, demonstrate the growing formalization of commodity-money mechanisms of213
interaction of economic agents and rising role of plan-regulating forms of economic processes on macro-, meso-and214
micro-levels. Another thing is that the attempt of formation of the post-market economy through the practices215
of ”war communism”, as in the whole practice of socialist transformations in the conditions when capitalism in216
Russia not only didn’t realize the inherent potential of the development of the productive forces, but, in essence,217
only begun its evolution, was clearly premature. From the point of view of marxist theory this attempt was218
in clear contradiction with the fundamental postulates of historical materialism that ”no social order is ever219
destroyed before all the productive forces for which it is sufficient have been developed” (K. Marx. Preface to A220
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy.-Marx, 2005) and ”society ...can neithe r leap over the_natural221
phases of its development nor remove them by decree” (K. Marx. Capital, v. 1. Preface.-Marx, 2005). In the222
context of the methodology of the system approach theoretical model of the ”weak link in the chain of imperialism”223
characterized by logical validity-indeed, in conditions of increasing interdependence of the major centers of world224
economy at the stage of monopoly capitalism, revolution in one of the great powers could trigger a chain reaction225
of global socialization. But the identification of abstract social time and space of the ”weak link” model with226
specific Russian realities of the early twentieth century was clearly erroneous.227

The subsequent development of the economy of avant-garde countries in the twentieth century confirmed that228
capitalism as a socio-economic system is the adequate social shell of industrialism and that on the industrial229
technological base there are possible only fragmentary elements of socialization. As for the systemic post-230
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capitalist transformations -they involve qualitative transformation of productive forces and their transition to231
the postindustrial stage of development.232

IV.233

4 Analysis of the Results234

Particularities of Subject and Method of the Global Political Economy235
a) The specifics of the subject of the global political economy236
The content and structure of the subject of the global political economy are determined by the objective of237

functioning and development of economic system of in conditions of globalization (McGrew, 2008). The global238
transformation of ownership relations is due to the globalization of the productive forces, that requires study the239
influence of factors and mechanisms of modification of the modern technological base on the productive relations240
system. The genesis of a new quality of this system coreglobalizing relations of ownership -is a long and diverse by241
levels and forms of manifestation, controversial process. Adequately to this objective logic, the study of the stages242
of the evolution, forms of manifestation and contradictions of the development of global ownership determines the243
formation of relevant sections and elements of the subject of global political economy. However, strictly speaking,244
on the planetary level the relationships of global property today haven’t yet emerged as a holistic system, there245
is only the formation of this system, therefore, given current realities, it is more correct to speak not of a global,246
but of the globalizing ownership (Eletsky, 2016).247

Constituting an essential basis of the subject of global political economy, the actualizing question of global248
ownership is structured further in the elements of science content through studies of the mechanisms of global249
economic governance and the realizing of interests of the global interactions’ actors (Ardalan, 2010). Thus,250
the status of the global political economy is determined not as the ”sub-discipline”, but as a methodological-251
theoretical base of the entire system of economic sciences.252

Globalization of ownership relations has a plurality of preconditions and forms of genesis, variability of spatio-253
temporal and functional forms of implementation. The key importance, in line with the general logic of political-254
economic discourse, belongs to the globalization of the productive forces (Thun, 2008). The global-informational255
mode of production, based on the information resources and forms of wealth, is originally characterized by256
global scales and mechanisms of economic activities. Information factors of production and forms of wealth257
genetically embody qualities of universality, which receive organizational and economic forms of embodiment258
in mechanisms of global governance, attribute to them. Alongside this, the new mode of production can’t259
arise except on the basis of the preceding, and for a sufficiently long historical interval coexists with him,260
relying on its resources and gradually subordinating and transforming the previous technological and socio-261
economic elements, settings, and structures of the production process. Trends of global informatization and262
neoindustrialization are dialectically interrelated, that reflects the characteristics of the transition state of the263
productive forces, when the development of industrial technology in modern industries is possible only by264
means of the globalizing informational-communication technologies and mechanisms of economic governance.265
The globalization of economic management reflects the contradictory interaction of the latest communication266
elements of the productive forces of the information society and the need for regulation, centralized in planetary267
scale, of use declining traditional production resources (Global Economic Governance Programme, 2016) .268

In recent decades, there emerged clear shapes of the genesis and establishment of global ownership, related with269
direct use of various forms of resources on a global scale. The direct recognition of certain objects as property of270
all mankind and the legal sanctioning of such recognition are expanded in the form of treaties between the major271
actors of the global interactions with simultaneous or subsequent accession to these agreements of the majority272
of other subjects of international relations. The most famous examples of such a mechanism are the system of273
agreements on the regime of use of shared resources of the World Ocean, the Antarctic Treaty, the Outer Space274
Treaties, agreements to protect the global environment. The subjects of such treaties or agreements usually are275
the States, while in some cases an additional factor of Year 2017276

Corresponding to the classic tradition, interpretation of the main issue of political economy as a problem of277
ownership identifies the systemic subject definiteness of global political economy as the science of the genesis,278
content and structure of global relations of ownership. international legitimacy is the conclusion of agreements279
under the auspices or with the participation of recognized global organizations, primarily, UN.280

In contrast to the relations regulated by the international treaties expressly defining certain objects of global281
significance as a heritage of all mankind, technically more complex and indirect mechanisms for the formation the282
global ownership arise when negotiating agreements with functional or branch specificities. The activities of the283
global industry structures (e.g., OPEC and other similar) shows the dynamics of the dialectics of the formation284
of the global ownership and mechanisms of its interaction at the stage of formation with other pre-and socially285
descending proprietary relationships. Elements of the actual use of the resource as a global ones tricky combined286
with the assignment of revenues at public and private levels.287

The manifestation of the transitional nature of economic relations in the process of the formation of global288
property, can be observed also in the activities of the largest TNCs, transforming into a Global Corporations289
(GCs), and intercorporate alliances. These carry out the assignment of a particular of resources and the290
production of certain types of products on a global scale. They also set the prices of the world market and the291
criteria of profitability in the relevant sectors and sub-sectors of the world economy, form the technological and292
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

consumer standards, conduct the globally significant scientific developments and determine strategic directions293
of the global development. Along with that, the assignment of income is undertaken by these corporations on the294
basis of traditional principles and mechanisms of private property; the processes of global and privatecorporative295
assignment of income are equated.296

In the ”new economy” the role of the main resources and the main forms of wealth passes to the phenomena297
of informational nature; both objective and subjective structure of ownership relations are changing. Meanwhile,298
in the early stages of a new method of production, the impact of traditional forms of realization of property that299
existed in the previous era, remains, in this connection, mechanisms for the protection of the incomes of owners300
of information resources and, in particular, intellectual property rights are the subject of developing. However, as301
the development and strengthening of the role of information forms of wealth, it becomes more and more obvious302
the qualitatively new nature of these social forms and, above all, the nature of the information as a universal303
resource and wealth, ”trickle-down” character of the information, the universality of its distribution, application304
and use. The possibility of free use of huge arrays of the information, contained in global information networks,305
and use free or for a nominal fee, reflects a new social phenomenon -the emergence of the global system of property306
on information with the identification of all mankind and all the descending levels of social subjectivity, up to307
the individual person, as subjects of ownership.308

Thus, the subject specificity of the global political economy is determined by the tasks of investigation the309
objectively emerging global property relations and connected with its genesis global contradictions due to the310
impossibility of ”instantaneous” emergence of the social system in formed and expanded shape. New social311
phenomena in the process of their genesis and evolution initially originate and operate within and through the312
prior, previously formed social shells and mechanisms. An important fact is also the immaturity of the object-313
subject structure global property. Abstract concepts of global resources and wealth as objects, and all mankind314
as the subject of global ownership of the achieved level of the development of civilization relate to the realities315
of considerable socio-economic heterogeneity and hierarchy of the modern world and the confrontation between316
private economic interests of different levels and forms -to the interests of humanity. But the further development317
of relations of the global ownership and adequate system of global economic governance, the implementation of318
their own internal intrinsic social nature implies a more complete realization and achievement of all humanity’s319
interests and corresponding overcoming the limitations due to the initial dependence of emerging institutions of320
global governance on private economic interests.321

The conceptions of the global political economy theoretically model the processes, characterized by global322
scale in terms of spatial parameters, and focused on temporary vector from today to the future state of the world323
ownership system, that will ensure implementation of the economic interests of all humanity as an integrative324
subject of the assignment of production resources and consumer goods. The historical interval of the formation,325
the quantitative expansion and qualitative improvement of the world of ownership, resolution of contradictions326
between modifying actors of the world of property and subjects of descending social levels of ownership relations327
is the interval of preservation by general economic theory the politicaleconomic quality in its new historical modus328
of the global political economy.329

The essence of property relations manifests itself in the process of its implementation. In this regard, the330
structural logic of the subject of the global political economy is determined by the overall objective logic of the331
implementation of ownership. From the point of view of the production process, the implementation of ownership332
is the managing it to ensure economic benefit; from the point of view of the outcome of the economic process333
it’s realizing in the assignment of income. Accordingly, genesis and mechanism of global economic governance334
becomes an essential element of the subject of the global political economy.335

Herewith, such structural and hierarchical features of global governance in today’s global capitalism, as336
the priority of interests internally deeply integrated global finance capital and the transformation of the State337
apparatus of even the largest countries to the committee on administration of personifying this capital global338
financial oligarchy, are becoming more apparent. A lot of new types of socio-economic contradictions arise both339
within individual countries and in international economic relations (Wade, 2008;Odezah, 2016).340

The transition from monopolistic and statemonopolistic capitalism to the stage of global finance capital has341
become the socio-economic shell of the transition from late-industrial technological mode of production to the342
early stages of the global-informational one. But as its further development, more and more important intrinsic343
objective of the research program of the global political economy will become the analysis of the emerging elements344
of a post-capitalist socioeconomic structures and their subsequent system integration in the direction of global345
community.346

From the point of view of tier structure, the system of economic relations involves two main levels: primary,347
deep, essential level of ownership relations, and a secondary, outer -level of manifestation of the essence of348
ownership in the relations of the economic mechanism. The second one determines the contents of object of349
specific economic disciplines, but the formation of theoretical-methodological foundations of their subject is the350
task of political economy and, thus, one of the sides of its subject. In the subject structure of the global political351
economy it’s reflected through the need of analysis of the world market mechanisms, international trade and global352
financial system as the main forms of manifestation and realization of the globalizing relations of ownership at353
the level of world economic mechanism.354

One of the attributes of the movement of social relations is an organizational component. Accordingly,355
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the analysis of implementation of property relations requires the identification of organizational forms of356
this implementation. In the modern world, it arises the process of intensive formation of a variety of357
global organizational structures, including the structures providing organisational parameters of formation and358
development of globalizing ownership, resolution of conflicts, generated by its genesis. The most important of359
these include the contradictions between the organizational structures of global governance and the structures360
that ensure the sovereignty of national States (Hay, 2008), between the globalizing apparatus of TNCs and other361
global, regional and national organizational structures.362

Objective dialectics of basic and superstructure relationship gives rise to the interconnection and interdepen-363
dence of economic realization of property relations and superstructure’s ensure of its implementation through364
political, legal and ideological instruments. The formation of a global component of these tools is one of the365
key directions of transformation of modern society. The analysis of the mutual conditionality of basic and366
superstructure tools of realization of global ownership is also, in this regard, a mandatory aspect of the subject of367
global political economy and requires the involvement of the results of neoinstitutional research as an empirical368
basis for the political-economic generalizations.369

5 b) Features of the method of the global political economy370

Initial and general methodological setting for global political economy is the setting of comprehension of the371
essence of processes and phenomena occurring in the system of the world economy in conditions of globalization.372
The comprehension of the essence involves identifying regularities that embody the essential underlying causal373
relations in the functioning and development of world economic system. Axiomatic setup for the cognition entity374
includes a representation of hierarchically-tiered structuring of the processes of economic practices in the global375
economy, which requires the detection of objective trends and patterns behind the flux of observable phenomena,376
facts and events, diverse and contradictory in their movement. The detection of regularities is possible by377
a generalization of the entire array of empirically observed facts, their grouping and logical sequencing with378
subsequent structuring. This is achieved through the method of abstraction, by creation a hierarchical system of379
causal dependencies that allow moving from the external, superficial appearances to deeper levels of theoretical380
modeling of the necessary internal laws.381

Articulated installation on the knowledge of essence and laws would be of a trivial nature (it’s obvious that382
the task of any science is to cognize the essence of its object), if in the last decades it wasn’t the widespread of383
the methodology of ”postmodernism” with an attribute inherent ”anti-essentialism”, i.e. a fundamental rejection384
of the concept of the entity, of recognizing the distinction between the essence and the external forms of its385
manifestation. The task of the science in this approach comes down to a situational external reflection of the386
kaleidoscopic flow of facts, Year 2017387

Global political economy, like any other science, uses universal methods of thinking and general scientific388
methods of knowledge, fleshed out by specifics of the subject of theoretical-economic research. Alongside this, its389
method has features, due both to the novelty of the object of cognition, and modern trends of the development390
of general scientific methodology. each of which is treated as a self-sufficient, essentially equal to anyone else.391
Accordingly, the notion of regularity disappears from the totality of the phenomena of the mental reflection of the392
objective world, including from the system of scientific thinking. «There are nearly disappeared the notions of393
”materialism”, ”idealism”, ”rationalism,” ”irrationality,” ”sophistry”, ”eclecticism”, ”dialectic,” ”contradiction”,394
”essence”, ”phenomenon”, ”opportunity”, ”reality”, ”necessity”, ”accident”, ”true” ”false” -in short, all those395
philosophical terms and categories, without which the philosophy is inconceivable... It also lost all sorts of396
scientific criteria and conclusiveness» (Gobozov, 2015).397

From a theoretical point of view, anti-essential ”strangeness” of postmodernism could be classified as a kind of398
now numerous pseudoscientific fictions, curiosities, which are beyond of the modern scientific knowledge. However,399
the problem is greatly complicated by the fact that, becoming a fashionable trend, a postmodern installation,400
as supposedly embodying the new achievements of scientific methodology, can influence the mentality of the401
and other agents of social power. But what be the practical results of the activities of the policy, perceived402
such methodological postulates: ”is it, indeed, the need of being tasked with such challenges as establishing the403
content of epoch? Is there such a thing?”, and thinking that answering these questions is the task ”feasible is404
that only God himself”? (World Economy?, 1990). The inevitable consequence of the abandonment of the search405
for the essence of social phenomena is also becoming the rejection of goalsetting and planning of the practical406
activities. After all, if the era doesn’t have the content, then there is no need to comprehend your position407
and your goals within the framework of this era -it’s just enough ”to go with the flow”, passively sensing the408
external and independent from the social subject sequence of events and not related to each other paintings of409
the surrounding world.410

It’s easy to understand that social facilities (the States, scientific and economic structures, regional and411
international organizations), don’t seeking to know the essence of what is happening in the world, become, in412
the context of globalization, not the social actors but passive objects of manipulations, performed by centres of413
global influence. These centres, on the one hand, spread illusions about the alleged ”modernity” and ”depth”414
of postmodern approaches; they advertise the respective authors and their publications, and, on the other,415
themselves don’t abandon scientific research of the globalization’s patterns and mechanisms to achieve their416
goals in view the changes happening in the world under globalization.417
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Once more consequence of the proliferation of the postmodern paradigm is an idea of the alleged normality of418
incompetence, amateurism in all spheres of human activities, including the sphere of economic management. In419
fact -if there is no fundamental difference between externally observed empirical facts and essence of economic420
processes, then there is no objective basis for differences between activity, including management actions, of any421
casual participant of economic processes, on the one hand, and of a professional manager, on the other. ”In422
the epoch of postmodernism everything is simplifysed, primitivized: economy, politics, culture, spiritual work in423
general do not seem to be as complex, demanding and hard work, but as something that everyone can do. Look424
at the economy itself. Clearly, in order to engage in economic activity or to lead economic institutions some425
special knowledge is required. But now, it turns out, it isn’t necessary... Incompetent, mediocre people on high426
economic positions simplify the most complex processes of production activities that are the basis of all human427
activity” (Gobozov, 2015).428

Additional factors hindering the cognition of scientific truth in the study of economic processes, become429
at present the features of thinking caused by the fragmentary incoherent, heterogeneous and multilevel data430
presented in the flow of modern communication systems. A large array of these data creates the illusion of high431
awareness, and equitable neighborhood of the facts of ”news feed” -a sensation of the equivalence of these facts.432
Meanwhile, without comprehension the facts through the analytical abstraction and tier differentiation, the flow433
of heterogeneous empirical information acquiring excessive in nature, leads not to the identifying the truth, but434
rather to its distortion and turning into something inessential.435

Most of the negative practical consequences of this so-called ”twitter-mindset” is manifest, when it becomes436
inherent to the political and economic leaders.437

The need for understanding the essence of processes of globalization of ownership, and on this basisthe entire438
system of economic relations, also leads to the actualization of the special role of such parties and elements of439
the method of global political economy, as the principles of dialectics, system approach, holism and synergetics.440

A dialectical approach requires consideration of the globalization of economic relations as a developing441
contradictory processes, passing a series of stages, combining periods of relatively stable, steady and gradual442
evolution with drastic changes, quality jumps, intervals of uncertainty and destabilization. Gradual maturation443
and accumulation of quantitative changes in the technological, institutional and socio-economic realms, reaching444
the limiting, in some measure, condition, lead to qualitative transformations of the system of the world economy.445
The origin, development and resolution of global contradictions contribute to the emergence and diffusion of new,446
more effective forms of international economic relations. New global institutional and socio-economic structures447
are formed for regulation of contradictions and their resolution. The dialectical approach reflects, in addition,448
the objective possibility of the diversity of manifestation forms of a single entity. In particular, the essence449
of globalization can also manifest itself in different forms, and is especially important for individual States and450
civilizational systems, whose interests may be with varying degrees implemented under various forms of essentially451
uniform processes of globalization. Of particular importance today is the fact that the americanization associated452
with suppression of the interests of many States, is not the only possible and universal form of globalization.453
The study of the mechanisms of globalization also necessarily involves the study of dialectics of its economic454
foundations and superstructure’s (political, legal, ideological) aspects.455

There is also a clear relationship between the described above principles of essentialism and the dialectics,456
and the methodology of the system approach. The understanding of objects of study as a system entities; the457
theoretical response of the system’s quality; identification the ”core” of the system, of its strategic elements; the458
hierarchical structuring of the system’s tiers; analysis of the mechanisms of the system’s quality distribution on459
all the elements, and the formation of the missing elements, mechanisms of tiers’ interaction; the study of the460
evolution of the system, the study of relationship of its functioning and development; analysis of the contradictions461
of system and the ways to resolve them -all of these methodological attributes of systematic approach are essential462
tools of scientific knowledge of the modern world economy as a system in which the processes of globalization of463
ownership relations are the essential system factors of transformation of international economic relations.464

The principle of holism stands out as one of the actual concretization of the system approach, reflecting465
the mechanism of the dialectical interaction between the whole and the parts within the system. For the466
global political economy it’s of particular importance due to the fact that the current stage of globalization467
is characterized by formation of a primary, intrinsic laws of functioning and development of world economic468
system initially on a planetary level. Embodying the emerging system unity and integrity of the modern world469
economy (and, above all, -the emergence of the globalizing property relations), these laws become the primary in470
comparison with the economic processes occurring at all the descending levels of social structure. This primacy471
is implemented both in the downward territorial levels of the world economy (transcontinental and regional472
associations, individual States), and in its functional, organizational and industry structures (international473
institutions, organizations and firms). Even leading States and their associations, the institutions of global474
governance and the world’s leading TNCs are objectively subordinated in their activity to the prime regularities475
of globalization and implement these laws through their activities. This is the phenomenon that distinguishes the476
modern globalization (or, in some interpretations, its current stage) from the preceding stages of world economy477
development, when the primary laws have initially developed within a geographically and functionally limited478
areas, and then spread to the rest of the world due to the higher efficiency of the economic phenomena encountered479
in these areas.480
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Methodology of synergetics focuses theoretical research on the necessity of studying economic globalization481
as a self-organizing process. Objective factors and mechanisms of self-organization of the globalizing economy482
act independently of subjective desires and preferences. Moreover -practical actions of antior alterglobalists483
can turn into factors of approximation of the self-organizing globalization to the attractor states in the same484
way as the actions of its conscious supporters. The most important aspect of the significance of the synergetic485
approach today is understanding the responsibility of the decisions and actions of social actors in conditions486
of the bifurcation alternatives. At bifurcation points there are the equal possibilities of implementing different487
alternatives of the subsequent movements, but this equality combined with the subsequent divergence of the488
trajectories of the systems movement; in some cases -with very large discrepancy, until the mutually exclusive489
forms of alternatives. So, there were sufficient objective prerequisites for different options for the development490
of the Soviet Union in the late twentieth century. Some of them could lead to another mode of modern world,491
and there would be other forms of manifestation of the essential patterns of globalization. In fact, however, it492
implemented a different option caused by a combination of random and originally not inevitable factors, specific493
to the point of bifurcation.494

Feature of the functioning of the system in the approximation of the bifurcation points is also the increased495
degree of uncertainty of its status and development prospects. At the present stage of globalization, the496
world economy took the form of ”economy of uncertainty”. Its essential attribute is the necessity of making497
economic decisions on the basis of the current incomplete, inaccurate and limited information. Furthermore, the498
consequences of these decisions will manifest themselves in the process of continuous changes in external and499
internal conditions of activity, so the final effects may differ significantly from the original objectives, and in500
some cases contradict them. Even the formal achievement of the original goals, can lose meaning and lead to a501
meaningful opposite effect if within the period of time required to achieve the objective, external economic and502
social environment had undergone essential qualitative modifications. This requires continuous monitoring and503
adjustment of goals of economic activity and means of their achievement and essentially distinguishes the modern504
economy not only from the traditional economic systems with a constant reproduction of the same assumptions505
and results, but also from the routine algorithms of traditional market. These objective factors contribute to the506
substantial increase of the role of conscious implementation of the principles of scientific methodology not only507
in theory but also in practice.508

6 V.509

7 Conclusion. GLobal Political Economy and the Scientific510

Studies of Economic a) Globalization511

Globalization of the productive forces and relations of production constituted the objective basis of the changes in512
the world economic system, theoretical generalization of which became new directions in global economic science,513
defining as global, international political economy, geoeconomics etc. (Global Political Economy?,2008; Global514
Political Economy: Contemporary theories?, 2013; Issues and Actors?, 2016). The relevance of the development515
of these scientific directions, including methodological aspects, is increasing. At the same time, variability,516
looseness of terminology and lack of generally accepted conventions reflect both the system immaturity of object,517
and epistemological specificity of the subject of political economy on the qualitatively new stage of its evolution.518

Methodological commonality of the named and other, adjacent them on problematics, areas of the world of519
economic science, essentially, up to now is limited by the recognition of axiomatically the principle of holism and520
by the understanding of the impossibility of explaining the key trends and development prospects of the global521
economy on the basis of previous mapping of the subject of political economy with the scales of the national522
state or other parts and sides of world economic system.523

As for the interpretation of the subject of study, it’s observed wide range of approaches, tending, in general,524
to the nexus of economic and political factors in global interactions, to the role of economic interests in the525
global power relations, as well as to the issues of efficiency of financial interactions and international trade. The526
fragmentation and fuzziness of the subject certainty lead to the secondariness of the role of these research527
directions in the paradigmatic structure of ”mainstream” and to recognition them, at best, as borderline528
subdisciplines in the subject field of the theory of international economic relations. However, the objective529
role of property relations as the core of the system of productive relations determines an objective status of the530
world political economy as a backbone kernel of a set of economic sciences in the context of the increasing impact531
of globalization of ownership and economic governance on the development of the world economy.532

The objective processes in global economy also lead to transformation of the subject of the traditional for533
economic theory areas of micro and macroeconomics. It is evident the necessity of modifications of the models of534
microeconomics in view of the transformation of transnational (and in the leading sectors, global) corporations535
into the main modern form of primary economic link (complex) and the necessity of corresponding modification536
of the mechanisms of pricing, formation and distribution of global (worldwide) income and taxation.537

With regard to macroeconomic concepts, their modern specification requires a transition from understanding538
the economic system as a phenomenon, the essential laws of which are formed within the borders of individual539
States, to the cognition these laws at the level of global economic system (Hay, 2008). Accordingly, the role of540
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the main macroeconomic subject is transferred from individual State to the various international entities and to541
the institutions of global economic governance.542

At the same time, even in case of successful modification of the subject of micro-and macroeconomic research,543
their subject-level differentiation with the concepts of the global political economy will retain its character.544
Recorded at the empirical level trends of globalization of market relations are only the outward manifestation545
of the deep transformation of the very essence of economic civilization, and for the system characteristics of the546
global cardinal changes, it isn’t sufficient the toolkit of different directions of ”economics”, subject matter of547
which is correlated with the level of regularities of market economic mechanism. In general it can be noted that,548
besides the level differentiation with the disciplines studying the field of economic mechanism, characteristics549
of the subject specificity and the structural logic of the global political economy implies the concretization550
of its relationship to the subject fields of such disciplines as ”international political economy”, ”geopolitical551
economy”, ”world economy”, ”international economic relations”, ”geoeconomics,” ”economic globalistics” and552
several others (Aggarwal and Dupont, 2008;Desai, 2013;Ravenhill, 2008; ??eview of International Political553
Economy, 2016;Watson, 2008). The dynamism of the object and subject of sciences, a partial intersection of554
their subject fields, of objects, of levels and aspects of the analysis; the ”borderline”, interdisciplinary nature of555
many problems and the relativity of the current conventions of defining the subject specificities, inevitably lead556
to a ambiguity of differentiation and continuous changes of the ratio of their subject, structure and perspectives.557
At some extent, with regard to these scientific branches we can558
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talk about competing research programmes and discourses.559
Simultaneously, actually existing traditional conceptual and methodological approaches and research programs560

define the role of such disciplines as ”world economy” and ”international economic relations” as tools for the561
systematization of empirical facts, reflecting the functioning of the world economy. In fact, today’s discourse of562
”international political economy” is close to content of the subject matter of these sciences. ”Geo-economics”563
and ”geopolitical economy” act as the elements of dialectical pair with ”geopolitics” and, as a rule, examine564
the economic mechanisms to achieve geopolitical goals. ”Economic globalistics” is focused on the study of565
the empirical regularities that are initially and primarily formed at the level of the modern wholeplanetary566
economic system. For each of these Sciences, the political-economic approach, revealing the contents, role and567
contradictions of property relations is the methodological-theoretical basis. Alongside this, being detached,568
generalized and systematized as a distinct research direction, this approach forms the subject of special branch569
of modern scientific knowledge -the global political economy.570
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